
Alingaporean scien
ist and his team of

esearchers dazzles

he world with a

veb based system of
etinal vascular imag

ing to predict diabetic retinopathy
glaucoma and heart disease
Dr Wong Tien Yin Director of the

Singapore Eye Research Institute and
Senior Consultant of the Singapore
National Eye Centre says The big
gest advantage is that screening will
be non invasive and allows for re

peatable tests A patient s eyes are
digitally photographed in a few sec
onds and sent to trained readers The

digital image will then be assessed for
any narrowing or ballooning of the
retinal arterioles which will show if
there is any damage due to diseases
like diabetes or heart disease

The early stages of these diseases
often affect the blood vessels of the

eyes and since the front of the eye
the cornea and lens is transparent
the retina is the only part in the body
that allows doctors to have a direct

look into the vessels Dr Wong says
Recently Dr Wong and his team

discovered the relationship between
retinal microvasculature signs and
cerebral small vessel stroke Changes
like narrowed arterioles enhanced
arteriolar light reflect and smaller
arteriolar to venular diameter ratio

AVR which quantifies the sever
ity of retinal arteriole narrowing
help predict the pathology of a small
vessel stroke

Dr Wong says the idea of pre

dicting illnesses through the eyes
has been around for more than a

century but real scientific evidence
only came about in the last two de
cades However he adds that some
doctors and patients have found the
concept unbelievable which is why
his team needs to convince themwith
more data and evidence

He revealed to Reader s Digest
We are now looking at predicting
diseases such as dementia and cog
nitive decline rheumatoid arthritis
and heart rhythm disorders using eye
imaging technology

Vaccines The Next
Generation
A shot against cancer After 30 years
of disappointing starts vaccines
against lymphoma prostate cancer
melanoma and neuroblastoma are

finally making headway
Last year a trial of patients with

late stage melanoma found 22 per
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cent responded favourably to a
vaccine combined with the immu

notherapy drug interleukin 2 IL 2
compared to 9 7 percent of patients
receiving conventional treatments
Says Dr Patrick Hwu melanoma
chief at the University of Texas M D
Anderson Cancer Centre If we can
use the body s own defence system
to attack tumour cells we can rid the
body of cancer without destroying
healthy tissue
Only 50 percent ofpeople with mel

anoma can be given the vaccine as it
has to match the patient s tissue type
Studies are trying to identify which
patients will respond says Hwu

»2 5 years

Needle free edible vaccine

In 2005 Australian scientist Barry
Marshall won the Nobel Prize for

discovering that the bacterium Heli
cobacter pylori causes some stomach
ulcers Marshall has been working
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balance but can also gauge depres
sion and schizophrenia Inventor
Brian Lithgow a Monash University
biomedical researcher calls it an
ECG electrocardiogram for the
mind analysing the brain s electrical
signals the same way an ECG detects
heart problems One of the major
advantages it can detect differences
in signals from people with bipolar

disorder as distinct from uni polar or
single depression
Says Lithgow Bipolar depression

currently takes years to correctly di
agnose Now the chance beckons to
do so in an hour »5years
Heart Boosters
Mobile monitoring Bluetooth
technology is set to change
medical check ups especially
for theheart Alive asmallGold
Coast company has developed
a system that logs and trans
mits your heart rhythm data to
a central network via a mobile
phone so your specialist calls
you when a problem appears
In Singapore Dr Ting Choon

Ming s watch like B Pro Moni
tor generates blood pressure readings
over 24 hours providing better accu
racy and assessment for heart patients

»Now

Preserving donor hearts Heart trans
plants are a race against the clock
hearts begin to deteriorate after about
five hours outside the body Scientists
at Sydney s Victor Chang Cardiac
Research Institute have reformulated

a solution that protects the donated
heart potentially doubling the organ s
life outside the body Trials on human
organs begin this year
At the moment about 60 percent of

donor hearts are ruled out due to the

age ofthe donor or the condition ofthe
heart Says Professor Peter Macdon
ald leader of the project We think
the solution will allow us to use those

hearts more vulnerable to damage
and potentially increase the number
of transplants by about fifty percent
The team hopes the solution will
also work for other organs including
the lung liver kidney and pancreas

»2years
Cancer Improved Diagnosis
and Treatment
Targeted treatment Robert Goldman
made his fortune as a software engi
neer but when his sister developed
terminal colon cancer he put his
money into designing a device that
could better deliver chemotherapy
Now after eight years of research the
FDA approved Goldman s IsoFlow
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A tiny catheter is threaded through
a patient s veins to deliver medica
tion directly into the tumour s feeder
blood vessel leaving healthy cells
unaffected It s more a surgical strike
as opposed to a widespread bombing
of the entire area says Dr Huy Do
a neuroradiologist at the Stanford
School ofMedicine »Now
Quicker cancer tests US scientists
have successfully used nanosensors
to pinpoint cancer in the blood of
patients The latest test can detect
the smallest concentrations of cancer

biomarkers in the order ofa trillionth
of a gramper millilitre the equivalent
of being able to detect a single grain
of salt dissolved in a large swimming
pool Instead of having to wait days
for lab results the test gives a reading
in minutes » 23years
Breast regrowth Breast cancer is the
most common cancer in women and

some end up losing their breasts An
experimental technique could allow
them to grow their own replace
ment breasts within six months

Neopec technology involves implant
ing a biodegradable chamber beneath
the skin to act as a scaffold for the
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new breast A blood vessel from the

underarm is redirected to a piece of
the patient s own fat The fat grows to
fill the chamber which dissolves after
the new breast is formed It s a natural

alternative to silicon implants says
Professor Wayne Morrison of the
Bernard O Brien Institute of Micro

surgery » 3years

Diabetes Better Therapies
and Quality of Life
Suspend feature Medtronic s Min
iMed Veo System suspends insulin
delivery if its wearer hasn t responded
to warnings reducing the risk of
hypoglycaemia »Now

Child s play The Glucoboywas the first
monitor to double as a computer game
rewardingkids for testing their glucose
levels Now Bayer has launched their
Didget monitor which plugs directly
into Nintendo DS systems »Now

The device suspends insulin delivery
when glucose levels drop too low

Artificial pancreas For
decades researchers have
tried to co ordinate insu

lin delivery with changes
in blood sugar Scien
tists at the University
of Cambridge are now
developing an artificial
pancreas system which
combines a continuous

glucose monitor CGM
and insulin pump with an algorithm
to calculate the insulin needed In

night time trials childrenmaintained
normal range blood sugar levels 60
percent of the time compared with
40 percent using a normal pump Says
study leader Roman Hovorka This is
critcally important because between
50 and 70 percent of hypoglycaemic
emergencies happen at night
»4years

Sweet discovery Scientists at the
Southern Cross University in Lis
more Australia have discovered
compounds in sugar cane that con
trol carbohydrate absorption and
lower blood sugar levels In trials the
compounds have been up to 125 times
more effective than a pharmaceutical
equivalent The compounds havebeen
turned into a substance called GI

Wise which could be used as a food
additive or as the basis for new drugs

»5years

Surgical Robots
Robots in hard to reach places
Melbourne researchers are working
on a motor smaller than the width

of four human hairs The Proteus

motor will be small enough to be
injected into the bloodstream navi
gate arteries and organs and perform
risky surgical procedures Remote
controlled miniature robots small

enough to swim up arteries could save
lives by reaching parts of the body
that catheters can t says Professor
James Friend of Monash University

»5years
Trojan horse molecule Scientists at
the Western Australian Institute for

Medical Research have developed a
molecule packed with an inflamma
tory agent which binds specifically
to pancreatic tumours and attracts
millions of immune cells to the site to
kill off a tumour

The trigger for the immune sys
tem is the inflammatory agent that
locks onto the tumour and inflames

the area similar to what happens
with a skin rash so immune cells

come running to fight the infection
says Professor Ruth Ganss who leads
the team » 510years
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